Distinct redox signalling and nickel tolerance in Brassica juncea and Arabidopsis thaliana.
Despite of its essentiality, nickel (Ni) in excess is toxic for plants partly due to the overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the consequent increase in oxidative stress signalling. However, in Ni-stressed plants little is known about the signal transduction of reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and protein tyrosine nitration as the protein-level consequence of increased RNS formation. Our experiments compared the nickel accumulation and tolerance, the redox signalling and the protein nitration in the agar-grown Arabidopsis thaliana and Brassica juncea exposed to Ni (50 μM nickel chloride). Studying GUS-tagged Arabidopsis lines (ARR5::GUS, ACS8::GUS and DR5::GUS) revealed that Ni-increased lateral root (LR) emergence, and concomitantly reduced LR initiation were accompanied by elevated levels of auxin, cytokinin, and ethylene in the LRs or in upper root parts, whereas Ni-induced primary root shortening is related to decreased auxin, and increased cytokinin and ethylene levels. These suggest the Ni-induced disturbance of hormonal balance in the root system. Results of the comparative study showed that weaker Ni tolerance of A. thaliana was coupled with a Ni-induced increase in RNS, ROS, and hydrogen sulfide levels, as well as with an increase in redox signalling and consequent increment of protein nitration. However, in relative Ni tolerant B. juncea, redox signalling (except for peroxynitrite) was not modified, and Ni-induced intensification of protein tyrosine nitration was less pronounced. Data collectively show that the better Ni tolerance of Brassica juncea may be related to the capability of preventing the induction of redox signalling and consequently to the slighter increase in protein nitration.